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Kinematic waves and draw resonance in film casting process
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Abstract

Draw resonance, one of major instabilities frequently occurring in fiber spinning, film casting and film blowing
processes, arises as the drawdown ratio is increased beyond its critical value and is manifested by sustained periodic
variations in spinline variables such as cross-sectional area and tension. The approach which was introduced by
Hyun and coworkers [1–6] based on kinematic waves traveling on the spinline to explain the physics behind this draw
resonance in spinning and to derive its criterion, has been applied to film casting in the present simulation study. It has
then been revealed that the same mechanism and criterion govern the draw resonance in film casting as in spinning, but
at the same time, some differences also have emerged. Particularly, the nonlinear dynamics of the film width whose
counterpart does not exist in spinning has been found quite complex and also very sensitive to process parameters like
fluid viscoelasticity and the aspect ratio of the casting equipment. This contrasts dramatically with that of the film
thickness which shows rather simple dynamic patterns, almost insensitive to the changing parameters values. The
good control of film width is of as much importance as that of film thickness in many industrial processes including
paper coating. An ingenious coating method [7] exemplifies how critical the film width control is for the successful
operation of extrusion coating of polymer films on paper substrates. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the film casting commonly employed to manufacture tapes and packaging films, single or multi-layer
polymer melts are extruded through a slit die, then stretched in the air and finally cooled down on a chill
roll, before being further processed in subsequent operations (e.g. [8–10]). The drawdown ratio is defined
between the die and the chill roll, as the ratio of the take-up velocity of the film at the chill roll to its
extrusion velocity at the die exit. When this drawdown ratio is increased beyond a critical value, the film
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casting process can become unstable, i.e. instability called draw resonance occurs, in spite of constant
extrusion and take-up speeds (e.g. [2,11–16]). Since this draw resonance is an industrially important
productivity issue as well as an academically interesting stability topic in not only in film casting but also
in fiber spinning and film blowing processes, there have been many experimental and theoretical studies
on this subject in last four decades (e.g. [17–23]).

Among the many research groups having studied the film casting process, two groups have been
reporting excellent results using most sophisticated models and well-designed experiments, i.e. Agassant
and coworkers [8,14,15] and Co and coworkers [13,16]. Since we are interested in the modeling of the
process which is capable of predicting the varying film width as well as the film thickness, we have chosen
Agassant’s model which proves very robust in simulating the steady state and transient dynamics of the
draw resonance in film casting.

We apply in the present study the kinematic waves approach developed in spinning process [1–6] to
analyze the draw resonance in film casting. We also study the nonlinear dynamics of film casting in draw
resonance with particular focus on the differences in the transient behavior between the film thickness
and the film width. The proper control of film width is of great importance industrially as that of film
thickness. As an industrial success story, in the extrusion coating of polymer films on paper substrates,
an ingenious coating method called encapsulation extrusion [7] demonstrates that film width fluctuations
are successfully stabilized using the new co-extrusion method.

2. Description of the system

For the film casting process depicted in Fig. 1, we used in the present study an isothermal one-dimensional
varying film width model which Silagy et al. [14] developed and successfully used to obtain excellent
results. A Phan-Thien–Tanner constitutive equation [24,25] is employed as a viscoelastic fluid model in
the present study. PTT model is known for its robustness and accuracy in describing extensional defor-
mation processes [26]. An example of shear and extensional behavior of PTT model with different values
of Deborah number is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Schematic of film casting process.
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Fig. 2. Response of PTT model for different values of Deborah number: (a) simple shear flow and (b) simple extensional flow.
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Constitutive equations (PTT fluid):
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where

K = exp[ε De trace(τ )], De = λ0V0
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Film free surface conditions:
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where
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Boundary conditions:

t = 0 : e = es, w = ws, v = vs, τ = τxx,s, σ = σxx,s, σ = σyy,s,

t > 0 : e = e0 = 1, w = w0 = 1, v = v0 = 1, atx = 0,

v = vL = r(1 + ε∗), atx = 1,

(7)

wheree is the dimensionless film thickness,w the dimensionless film width,v the dimensionless film
velocity,x the dimensionless distance,L the distance between die exit and chill roll,F the tension on the
film, σij the dimensionless total stress inij-direction,τij the dimensionless stress inij-direction,t′ the time,
t the dimensionless time,λ the material relaxation time,De the Deborah number,ε, ξ the PTT model
parameters,Ar the aspect ratio,r the drawdown ratio,ε∗ the constant representing the initial disturbances
at the take-up, and subscripts 0, L, s denote die exit, take-up, and steady state conditions, respectively.

Several assumptions have been incorporated in the model. The edge effects (i.e. edge beads) and thermal
effects are neglected because of this isothermal one-dimensional model, and the secondary forces on the
film such as gravity, inertia, air drag and surface tension are also neglected because they are usually small
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in film casting process. Finally, the free surface conditions on the film shown in Eq. (6) are the results of
the assumption that normal stress vanishes on the film surfaces. Particularly, on the film edge,

σ · �n =
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σxz σyz σzz
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 , (8)

whereσ is the total stress tensor,�n the normal vector to the film edge surface,α is the angle between film
edge free surface andx-coordinate, tanα = −(1/Ar)(dw/dx). (The detailed derivation of this result can
be found in [27].)

3. Kinematic waves and draw resonance criterion

Just as in spinning process, the hyperbolic nature of the continuity equation in film casting causes
several kinematic waves to travel on the film from the die exit to the chill roll. Following the same
draw resonance criterion derived in spinning involving two such traveling waves, i.e. unity throughput
waves and cross-sectional area waves [1–6], we have computed the traveling times of the same waves
in this study of film casting. (A finite difference method with 1000× 5000 meshes inx–t grid has been
used to obtain the transient simulation results after a 5% change in take-up velocity was introduced as a

Fig. 3. Transient curves of film variables at five different positions in the casting direction for Newtonian fluid when
r = rc = 22.38,Ar = 0.2: A, cross-sectional area;V, velocity;F, tension force.
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disturbance to the system.) It has then turned out that the same criterion exactly holds for film casting, as
it should. In other words, the same draw resonance equation shown in Eq. (9) holds for film casting as
for spinning.

2tL + 1
2T ≥ 2θL atr ≤ rc, (9)

wheretL is the traveling time of unity throughput waves,T the oscillation period,θL the traveling time
of cross-sectional area waves andrc is the critical draw down ratio at the onset of draw resonance.

This result is hardly surprising because as long as we deal with the cross-sectional area of the film,
the film casting and fiber spinning processes become indistinguishable. Here, we thus have established
the fact that the mechanism and criterion of draw resonance is the same for both fiber spinning and film
casting as evidenced by this identical relationship between the traveling times of the cross-sectional area
waves and the unity throughput waves. Fig. 3 shows an example of how to compute the traveling times
of these waves from the die exit to the take-up at the chill roll, using the transient curves of film variables

Fig. 4. Transient behavior of film thickness and film width at the take-up of a Newtonian fluid whenAr = 0.2 andr = 35: (a)
temporal pictures and (b) phase plane trajectories.
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at various positions in the casting direction. All the curves in Fig. 3 are necessarily of sinusoidal shape,
because they represent the pictures at the onset point of draw resonance.

4. Nonlinear dynamics of film thickness and film width

This identical mechanism of draw resonance, however, does not stand when we separately analyze the
film thickness and the film width instead of dealing with their product, i.e. the film cross-sectional area
only. In this study, we show some of the fascinating results of how they differ from each other. Particularly,
the nonlinear dynamics of the film width is displayed exhibiting its quite interesting transient behavior in
contrast to that of the film thickness which rather plainly behaves similarly with the cross-sectional area
in spinning.

Fig. 5. Transient behavior of film thickness and film width at the take-up of a viscoelastic PTT fluid (ε = 0.015, ξ = 0.1,
De = 0.003) whenAr = 0.2 andr = 50: (a) temporal pictures and (b) phase plane trajectories.
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Figs. 4–8 show the results of five different cases of film casting representing the effects of two important
process parameters on film casting, i.e. fluid viscoelasticity imbedded in Deborah number and the aspect
ratio in the casting equipment. (Simulating the conditions for polyethylene film extrusion, we have used
ε = 0.015,ξ = 0.1 for our PTT model adopting from the literature [25]. Deborah number was varied
between 0.01 and 0.003 and the drawdown ratio,r, was at 50 to keep the system in draw resonance region.
Although the aspect ratio,Ar, is normally below 1 in industrial operations [14], the case ofAr = 1.5 is
included for the purpose of comparing the qualitative changes of the dynamics.)

A couple of observations from these figures are apparent. First, the film width shows a much more
complicated behavior than film thickness although the magnitude of oscillation of the film width is smaller
than that of the film thickness. Second, the nonlinear dynamic behavior of the film width is very sensitive
to the both parameters, i.e. Deborah number and the aspect ratio, whereas the film thickness does not

Fig. 6. Transient behavior of film thickness and film width at the take-up of a viscoelastic PTT fluid (ε = 0.015, ξ = 0.1,
De = 0.01) whenAr = 0.2 andr = 50: (a) temporal pictures and (b) phase plane trajectories.
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Fig. 7. Transient behavior of film thickness and film width at the take-up of a viscoelastic PTT fluid (ε = 0.015, ξ = 0.1,
De = 0.01) whenAr = 1.0 andr = 50: (a) temporal pictures and (b) phase plane trajectories.

exhibit much difference in the general pattern of dynamic behavior against the changing values of these
parameters. Third, while the severity of oscillation of the both film thickness and film width increases as
the aspect ratio increases, it is more pronounced in the case of the film width.

In Figs. 4–6, it can be found that the fluid viscoelasticity profoundly changes the character of the
dynamic behavior of the film width in draw resonance while the film thickness exhibits basically an
unchanged character of dynamic behavior with the changing viscoelasticity. The effect of the aspect
ratio of the casting equipment is displayed in Figs. 6–8. Again the dynamic character of the film width
profoundly changes with the changing values of the aspect ratio while the film thickness maintains the
same kind of pattern against the aspect ratio being changed.

The reason why the film width exhibits such a drastically different nonlinear dynamic behavior in draw
resonance as compared to the film thickness is believed to be due to the dependence of the film width
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Fig. 8. Transient behavior of film thickness and film width at the take-up of a viscoelastic PTT fluid (ε = 0.015, ξ = 0.1,
De = 0.01) whenAr = 1.5 andr = 50: (a) temporal pictures and (b) phase plane trajectories.

onσyy as well asσxx , whereas the film thickness dependent mostly onσxx . Using the same simulation
approach of the present study, we can easily explain why the encapsulation extrusion method [7] is
so successful in stabilizing the film width fluctuations occurring in extrusion coating process in paper
industry. A detailed theoretical explanation of encapsulation extrusion will be reported elsewhere [28].

5. Conclusions

The film casting process has been studied using an isothermal one-dimensional varying width model
employing a Phan-Thien–Tanner constitutive equation. Basically two things have been found. First,
the same mechanism and criterion of draw resonance applies in film casting as in spinning: the same
relationship among the traveling times of throughput waves and the cross-sectional area waves holds.
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Second, the film width displays drastically different nonlinear dynamic behavior than the film thickness.
Also, its dynamic behavior in draw resonance is considered rather strange and very sensitive to the process
parameters such as fluid viscoelasticity and the aspect ratio of the equipment. Further studies are deemed
required in both experiments and theoretical analysis to shed light on these interesting results obtained
in the industrially and academically important draw resonance phenomenon occurring in film casting.
Encapsulation extrusion method [7] employed in paper extrusion coating process exhibiting an ingenious
way of stabilizing the film width control, exemplifies the importance of film width control in industrially
important processes. The simulation method of the present study can be used to explain the reasons behind
their success and also help to find other ways to accomplish such stabilizing results [28].
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